Neuroethics Questions to Guide Ethical Research in the International Brain Initiatives

Increasingly, national governments across the globe are prioritizing investments in neuroscience. Currently, seven active or in-development national-level brain research initiatives exist, spanning four continents. Engaging with the underlying values and ethical concerns that drive brain research across cultural and continental divides is critical to future research. Culture influences what kinds of science are supported and where science can be conducted through ethical frameworks and evaluations of risk. Neuroscientists and philosophers alike have found themselves together encountering perennial questions; these questions are engaged by the field of neuroethics, related to understanding of the nature of the self and identity, the existence and meaning of free will, defining the role of reason in human behavior, and more. With this Perspective article, we aim to prioritize and advance to the foreground a list of neuroethics questions for neuroscientists operating in the context of these international brain initiatives.

Background

Neuroscience has become a national priority for governments across the globe as evidenced by seven active or emerging national-level brain research initiatives (Grillner et al., 2016; Huang and Luo, 2015): Australia (Richards and Committee, 2016), Canada (https://www.canadianbrain.ca), China (Poo et al., 2016), the EU (Amunts et al., 2016), Japan (Okano et al., 2016), Korea (Jeong et al., 2016), and the US (Jorgenson et al., 2015) (Table 1; Figure 1). These initiatives collectively represent a proposed investment of over US$ 7 billion. Such an investment reflects the importance of the potential afforded by a deeper understanding of the brain and recognition that neuroscience can dramatically shift the landscape of our lives.

Advances in neuroscience continue to reveal and pose unprecedented ethical issues. These issues range from general concerns about societal goals and values to more specific questions about desirable outcomes for neuroscience research (PCSBI, 2014; Rose, 2014), to perennial philosophical questions related to the nature of understanding the self and identity, whether or not free will exists, the nature of emotion, the role of reason in human behavior, and memory (Evers et al., 2017). The expansive implications of neuroscience in defining humanity have contributed to the status of neuroscience as a national-level funding priority across the globe.

 Neuroethics complements the discipline of neuroscience by providing a robust set of tools for informing the design and conduct of biomedical research as well as analyzing how neuroscience findings impact society and may transform social institutions. Neuroethics can be understood as a mutually informing collaborator that can advance the field of neuroscience by anticipating the near-term to far-reaching—often unexpected—implications of new technologies, findings about the brain that result from examining the brain, and the implementation of these technologies. To the neuroscience community, neuroethics provides a critical lens for reimagining, framing, and often focusing the questions and potential impact of specific research projects (Box 1).

Thus, the priority of making neuroethics an integral part of the neuroscientific enterprise has moved beyond the academy and has registered at the highest levels of governments (Table 1). For example, the European Union’s Human Brain Project (HBP) from its inception has had structural and financial resources dedicated to projects on the attendant philosophical and ethical issues of neuroscience research (Amunts et al., 2016; Evers, 2016). The Ethics and Society subproject of the HBP research core publishes opinions about relevant HBP-related ethical issues and one of the research groups under this subproject is dedicated to neuroethical and philosophical questions (https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/social-ethical-reflective/neuroethics-and-philosophy). The HBP also has an Ethics Rapporteur system wherein researchers from each of the twelve research subprojects routinely discuss ethical issues with the HBP Ethics Advisory Board and with Ethics
### Table 1. The International Brain Initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Goals and Potential Impact</th>
<th>Neuroethics Component</th>
<th>Total Budget for Duration of Project (US Dollars)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australian Brain Initiative (<a href="https://www.brainalliance.org.au/">https://www.brainalliance.org.au/</a>)</td>
<td>Goals: &quot;...optimizing and restoring brain function, developing advanced neural interfaces, understanding the neural basis of learning across the lifespan, and developing new insights for brain-inspired computing&quot; (Richards and Committee, 2016, p. 599). Potential Impact: create advanced industries in neurotechnology; develop treatments for debilitating brain disorders; produce high-impact interdisciplinary collaborations that will increase understanding of the brain.</td>
<td>neuroethics committee part of initial ABI design</td>
<td>500 million over 5 years</td>
<td>project is in development, estimated 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Brain Research Strategy (<a href="https://www.canadianbrain.ca/">https://www.canadianbrain.ca/</a>)</td>
<td>Goal: understanding how the brain learns, remembers, and adapts. Potential Impact: develop and maintain a large-scale Canadian network in Open Science and Data Sharing.</td>
<td>neuroethicist on committee</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>project is in development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Brain Project</td>
<td>Goal: understanding cognitive disorders with a focus on autism, depression, and Alzheimer’s disease; child and adolescent development of intelligence; brain inspired machine intelligence and intelligent socially interactive robots. Potential Impact: basic understanding of neural circuit mechanism underlying higher cognitive functions; molecular, imaging, and functional markers for early diagnosis of brain disorders; physiological and physical approaches for early intervention; new generation of brain-inspired artificial neural networks, computing devices, and intelligent robots (Poo et al., 2016).</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD; estimated 1 billion</td>
<td>Project is in development. Estimated 15 years, including 5 year startup period (Normile, 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Human Brain Project (<a href="https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/about/overview/">https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/about/overview/</a>)</td>
<td>Goal: “creating a research infrastructure to advance neuroinformatics, brain simulation, high performance analytics and computing, medical informatics, neuromorphic computing, and neurorobotics” (Amunts et al., 2016). Potential Impact: neuromorphic and neurorobotic technologies; supercomputing technologies for brain simulation, robot, and autonomous systems control and other data intensive applications; personalized medicine for neurology and psychiatry.</td>
<td>Research Project (SP12) dedicated to neuroethics from 2013; includes Ethics Management as part of the directorate, an Ethics and Society Subproject (SP12), an Ethics Rapporteur Program, and an external Ethics Advisory Board and Ombudsperson</td>
<td>1.2 billion; 4% of budget for ethics</td>
<td>2013–2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Brain/MINDS (<a href="https://brainminds.jp/en/central/mission">https://brainminds.jp/en/central/mission</a>)</td>
<td>Goals: &quot;...developing the common marmoset as a model animal for neuroscience, the project aims to build a multiscale marmoset brain map, develop new technologies for experimentalists, create transgenic lines for brain disease modeling, and integrate translational findings from the clinical biomarker landscape” (Okano et al., 2016, p. 582). Potential Impact: high-resolution, wide-field, deep, fast, and long imaging techniques for brain structures and functions; techniques for controlling neural activity; determine causal relationships between the structural/functional damage of neuronal circuits and disease phenotypes; eventually develop innovative therapeutic interventions.</td>
<td>a neuroethics group in Strategic Research Program for Brain Sciences (SRPBS) has supported neuroethics issues on Brain/MINDS</td>
<td>300 million</td>
<td>2014–2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
### Table 1. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Goals and Potential Impact</th>
<th>Neuroethics Component</th>
<th>Total Budget for Duration of Project (US Dollars)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korea Brain Initiative</td>
<td>Goal: “mapping of a functional connectome with searchable, multi-dimensional, and information-integrated features. The project also includes the development of novel technologies and neuro-tools for integrated brain mapping. Beyond the scientific goals this grand endeavor will ultimately have socioeconomic ramifications that not only facilitate global collaboration in the neuroscience community, but also develop various brain science-related industrial and medical innovations” (Jeong et al., 2016, p. 607). Potential Impact: brain mapping platforms and high-throughput technologies to unravel the structural and the mechanistic bases of higher brain functions, such as decision-making, attention, and memory to develop brain-inspired artificial intelligence systems; precision medicine-based approaches to develop therapeutic interventions of neurological disorders (Jeong et al., 2016).</td>
<td>neuroethics committee part of initial KBI design</td>
<td>350 million</td>
<td>2016–2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US BRAIN Initiative (<a href="http://www.braininitiative.org/">http://www.braininitiative.org/</a> alliance)</td>
<td>Goals: accelerate the development and application of new technologies that will enable researchers to produce dynamic pictures of how individual brain cells and complex neural circuits interact at the speed of thought. Potential Impact: complete cell census of mouse and, later, human brain; technologies to precisely modulate activity of specific neural circuits; devices for in vivo high-density intracellular recording; technologies that expand our ability to monitor activity non-invasively in the human brain; link brain activity to behavior; data analysis tools to help understand the biological basis of mental processes.</td>
<td>President’s Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues focus on neuroscience in 2013–2015; Neuroethics Working Group formed in 2016; Neuroethics Research Grants available in 2017 and 2018; Neuroethics Subgroup of the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director, 2018–2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>budget projected to be 6 billion; neuroethics grants in 2017–2018, 2 million/year</td>
<td></td>
<td>2013–2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Support. The Australian Brain Alliance (Richards and Committee, 2016), Canadian Brain Research Strategy, and Korea Brain Initiative (J. Illes and S.-J.J., personal communication) have incorporated neuroethics and neuroethicists into the design of their emerging and recently launched national brain research programs. In China, scientists are working with the Chinese government to incorporate a neuroethics committee into the China Brain Project. The United States Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative (https://braininitiative.nih.gov/index.htm), included tasking the Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues with exploring the attendant ethical issues of neuroscience research writ large. Recognizing that the rapid pace of technology often supersedes the ways scientists and engineers understand the social implications of their work (Check, 2007; Heffner, 2010), the team created two reports emphasizing that neuroethics should be a requisite part of all neuroscience research (PCSBI, 2014, 2015) and an integral part of training the next generation of neuroscientists. These reports shaped the implementation of the BRAIN Initiative neuroethics program, including offering large-scale grants for neuroethics research (https://www.braininitiative.nih.gov/about/neuroethics.htm). The BRAIN Initiative has established a Neuroethics Working Group and has program officers managing a neuroethics grant portfolio. A recently formed BRAIN Working Group of the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director, tasked with evaluating the blueprint for BRAIN (BRAIN 2025: https://www.braininitiative.nih.gov/2025/), also has included a Neuroethics Subgroup to develop a Neuroethics Roadmap for the Initiative.

Good neuroethical practice should also lead to engaging with the underlying values and ethical concerns that drive brain research across cultures and continents. Ultimately, cultural values influence not only how science is done, but also how the science might be adopted and integrated in societal practice. The consequences of cultural misunderstandings are far from trivial for the scientific enterprise. Gaps in understanding lead to missed opportunities for collaboration and advancement toward future discoveries, limit the ability to broadly share results and thereby reap the benefits of neuroscience findings, and ultimately result in a failure to recognize the short- and long-term potential and risks of neuroscience research. These cultural differences exist between national entities, within defined societies, and also among individual researchers and practitioners. And yet in the 15-year history of the field of neuroethics, there has been little work engaging cultural perspectives, and when different cultural perspectives are presented, they are done so in isolation without comparison and analysis across cultures. Culturally informed and aware neuroethical inquiry, understood as a process of intentional perspective-taking, can be useful in
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Box 1. Scholarly Traditions for Analyzing the Social and Ethical Implications of Neuroscience

Over the past few years, a number of approaches have focused on the social and ethical implications raised by neuroscientific research (Eric and Matthew, 2017). One approach, critical neuroscience, calls for a more reflective neuroscientific practice that calls largely upon the social sciences to examine the potential and limitations of the questions and methodologies of neuroscience (Choudhury et al., 2009). A second approach is neuroethics that attempts to complement the discipline of neuroscience by providing a robust set of ethical and philosophical tools for analyzing how research is designed and conducted as well as how neuroscience findings impact individuals and the societies they live in. Thus, neuroethics can be understood as a mutually informing collaborator that advances the field of neuroscience by identifying, critically addressing, and illustrating the near-term to far-reaching—often unexpected—implications of the new technologies, findings about the brain that result from examining the brain, and the implementation of new technologies (Salles and Evers, 2017).

This relatively new field of neuroethics, focused on neuroscience and its design, methods, conduct, and the impact of its products on society, has sometimes been accused of not offering much from a critical perspective and of overstating the positive impact of neuroscientific findings (Brosnan, 2011; De Vries, 2005; Racine, 2010). At its best, far from being an uncritical advocate of neuroscience, neuroethics can remain constructively critically aware, providing a lens for reimagining the questions and potential impact of specific research projects.

Still, such critique has prompted some neuroethics scholars to argue for a “fundamental neuroethics,” a term employed by the philosophy research group of the HBP, which aims to delve into deep conceptual philosophy, to explore how scientific inquiry can be used to address a number of fundamental philosophical questions (Evers et al., 2017) and how such questions might be explored in the context of responsible research innovation (RRI) (Salles et al., 2018). RRI is a normative framework that has dominated EU policy and governance that generally encourages stakeholder involvement to collectively discuss how best to advance societal goals through technology innovation. For additional explanation of normative frameworks on evaluating neurotechnology and society, including RRI, please see section 5, p. 27 of the 2017 OECD report (OECD, 2017).

generating novel questions and thereby driving more fruitful and ethical global science. However, particular care is needed in assessing cultural perspectives as one risks reinforcing ill-informed stereotypes rather than thoughtful engagement. Our emphasis on perspective-taking here encourages reflection and inquiry of the values and philosophical traditions within and across national settings.

Beyond a cursory mention in reports and guidelines by independent groups (Goldschmidt and Renn, 2006; Yuste et al., 2017), no national project has explicitly discussed cultural perspectives when engaging these neuroethics and neuroscience questions. Furthermore, no report has addressed what engaging neuroscience with a cross-cultural lens might look like, although recent reports from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) make special note of the need for cross-cultural evaluations in technology development (Garden and Winickoff, 2018; OECD, 2017). A culturally informed analysis is urgently needed given the global collaborative nature of neuroscience research and the recent commitment to the formation of the International Brain Initiative, a collaborative entity comprised of all existing national-level brain projects (https://www.brainalliance.org.au/learn/media-releases/worlds-brain-initiatives-move-forward-together/). With this paper, we aim to establish a list of neuroethics questions for neuroscientists (NeQNs) (Box 2) in general and, in particular, those operating in the context of these global brain projects.

Culturally Informed and Aware Neuroethics: An Integrated Approach?

While there are numerous philosophical approaches that would be useful in addressing the concerns of neuroscience (Evers et al., 2017), mainstream Western bioethics, which has emerged in response to Western biomedicine’s largely non-explicit individualistic orientation, has dominated neuroethics discussions to date (Burton, 2007; Chattopadhyay and De Vries, 2008, 2013). Therefore, the more prevalent neuroethical approaches may not be fully capturing the richness of the relevant issues for neuroethical inquiry across the sites of national brain projects. It is necessary to ask how the prevalent Western approach—largely conceived as a matter of obligations to individual rights bearers rather than the often more globally prevalent communitarian concerns—applies to the moral aspirations and requirements of a broader global community, a community characterized by diverse values and beliefs. Through culturally informed neuroethics, we can gain a stronger acknowledgment and understanding of cultural values—values that can both be geographically specific, but are also more likely represented on a spectrum across geographic regions and peoples (Stevenson et al., 2016). We can also begin to uncover the extent to which some of those cultural values are morally relevant, should be upheld, or can be challenged. Fundamentally, cultural values impact the neuroscientific agenda, what questions should be considered to be within the purview of brain studies, and how neuroscience findings are understood.

Central to typical neuroethics discourse is brain exceptionalism: the belief that the brain, distinct from any other organ, is foundational to human identity because it is the locus of fundamental human elements such as personality, desires, hopes, fears, memories, and free will. Neuroscience has become a national research priority across the globe not only because of the global burden of brain diseases, but also because researchers and funders have set as among their goals “unlocking the elusive secrets of the human brain” (Martin and Chun, 2016, p. 573) and deeper understanding of “human feelings and behavior” (Okano et al., 2015, p. 2), and ultimately our essential human-ness. It is unclear, however, the degree to which these constructions of
Box 2. Neuroethics Questions to Guide Ethical Research in the International Brain Initiatives

Q1. WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF A MODEL OR NEUROSCIENTIFIC ACCOUNT OF DISEASE ON INDIVIDUALS, COMMUNITIES, AND SOCIETY?

1a. What are the possible unintended consequences of neuroscience research on social stigma and self-stigma?
1b. Is it possible that social or cultural bias has been introduced in research design or in the interpretation of scientific results?

Q2. WHAT ARE THE ETHICAL STANDARDS OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL AND DATA COLLECTION AND HOW DO LOCAL STANDARDS COMPARE TO THOSE OF GLOBAL COLLABORATORS?

2a. How can human brain data (e.g., images, neural recordings, etc.), and the privacy of participants from whom data is acquired, be protected in case of immediate or legacy use beyond the experiment?
2b. Should special regard be given to the brain tissue and its donors due to the origin of the tissue and its past?

Q3. WHAT IS THE MORAL SIGNIFICANCE OF NEURAL SYSTEMS THAT ARE UNDER DEVELOPMENT IN NEUROSCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORIES?

3a. What are the requisite or minimum features of engineered neural circuitry required to generate a concern about moral significance?
3b. Are the ethical standards for research conduct adequate and appropriate for the evolving methodologies and brain models?

Q4. HOW COULD BRAIN INTERVENTIONS IMPACT OR REDUCE AUTONOMY?

4a. What measures can be in place to ensure optimal autonomy and agency for participants/users?
4b. Who will have responsibility for effects (where responsibility has broad meaning encompassing legal, economic, and social contexts)?

Q5. IN WHICH CONTEXTS MIGHT A NEUROSCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGY/INNOVATION BE USED OR DEPLOYED?

5a. Which applications might be considered misuse or best uses beyond the laboratory?
5b. Does this research raise different and unique equity concerns and, if so, have equitable access and benefit of stakeholders been considered?
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tance of this type of ethical inquiry in neuroscience. Because

many of these projects represent countries in East Asia, we illus-
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functions, neurobiological data are being used in both expected

and unexpected ways. To illustrate, such data have been taken
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Many national brain projects are seeking improved or new
predictive testing for brain-related conditions such as autism

spectrum disorders and Alzheimer’s disease. These early

assessment tools may provide an opportunity to intervene early

and slow the progression of disease (Arias et al., 2018). Many of

these tools involve portable, relatively inexpensive, and user-

friendly devices such as eyetracking with the aim of enabling

wider universal use and access. However, predicting future brain

health may impact not only what disease people believe they

can develop, but also who they think they might become (Barrett

and Rommelfanger, 2015). Similarly, other techniques that na-

tional brain projects seek to develop would establish typical or

“normal” maps of brain circuitry or activity. These mapping

activities potentially mark individuals as being different from

the norm, which may identify them as deviant and treated differ-

ently by their communities. As with mental illness, these diseases
transform not only the relationship of individuals with their envi-

ronments, but also their relationships with family members and
loved ones. For example, in cultures where philosophical and moral traditions such as Buddhism and Confucianism are embraced (Chen and Fan, 2010), there is a tendency to conceive of the self as irreducibly relational. In these contexts one’s relationships reinforce a sense of identity. “Who I am” therefore is fundamentally a matter of being with and interacting with others. While family and friends are often impacted by the patient’s illness regardless of culture, the experience is qualitatively different and deeper in traditions that conceive of self as relational. When prediction technology suggests a patient may have a brain disorder or disease, this not only deeply impacts the individual, but also strongly reverberates across those relationships that provide the ground of the individual’s personhood. Brain research holds great promise in improving an individual’s life, but could also present significant obstacles to human flourishing. For this reason, it is important for scientific teams to consider the following social and cultural aspects of their work and the data they generate.

1a. What are the possible unintended consequences of neuroscience research on social stigma and self-stigma?

It is necessary to consider how individualism and collectivism are articulated in a local context because these are predictors toward stigma and mental illness—for instance, collectivist beliefs have been positively correlated with stigma against mental illness (Papadopoulos et al., 2013). Researchers who deploy predictive models of disease and technological developments for preclinical detection of brain diseases should ask whether their work improves the quality of life in physical and social terms for those living with a disorder, or whether their predictions could unexpectedly exacerbate suffering. Addressing how such technologies might impact or alter individual self-understanding should be integral to research. For example, how does information about etiology or predictive assessments foster or undermine a person’s sense of their agency? Does a prediction for a brain disease threaten to redefine a person’s sense of their life trajectory? Could it change how they define their future selves? What new pressures or opportunities for treatment might such predictive information produce? Exploring how we conduct, apply, and communicate this research requires broader societal discussion. Collaborative research opportunities with neuroethicists could include developing methods for communicating with patients and their families about novel choices and decision points involving diagnoses or interventions. Researchers can look to the precedent established for embedding neuroethicists in experimental procedures like deep brain stimulation for depression. These embedded neuroethicists interview study participants about the participants’ perceived benefit and comprehension of the complexities of the intervention (Leykin et al., 2011). Current NIH BRAIN projects include neuroethics grants exploring the ongoing ethical conundrums that arise when doing opportunistic brain recordings in patients who undergo surgical procedures for epilepsy (Chiong et al., 2018).

When exploring the question of unintended stigma, researchers should be able to articulate how their models of disease promote or adversely affect concepts of wellness or if these models create tensions or violate prevalent beliefs about wellness or disease. Within the Confucian cultural context, for example, family is the guiding metaphor for interpersonal relations—to address a collection of people in Chinese is to literally call for the attention of the “big family” (大家) (Chen and Fan, 2010). In many cultures guided by such a principle of interdependence, a condition like autism would stigmatize not only the individual but also an entire family; the social discrimination can jeopardize marriage and business prospects (Lauber and Rössler, 2007). While the impact of disease may be considered to universally draw concerns of loved ones and family members, in the Confucian context, such a disease or even a predictive assessment can impact families in a way that is much more foundationally shaking. Kleinman and Mechanic note that “mental illness in China is not a confidential relationship between patient and doctor, but a social issue involving the home, the work place and [broader community]” (Kleinman and Mechanic, 1981, p. 340). Further, they note that mental illness is considered first and foremost a public health problem and therefore warrants sharing the problems with family, neighbors, and co-workers (Kleinman and Mechanic, 1981, p. 348). As clinical research is ongoing, it is worth noting that, in the absence of access to interventions, a preclinical diagnosis of risk could be received as a sentence that condemns the entire family rather than an opportunity for an individual’s therapeutic intervention. Exploring these questions can also be done through interdisciplinary collaborations using empirical methods to assess public views on these questions.

1b. Is it possible that social or cultural bias has been introduced in research design or in the interpretation of scientific results?

A stated aim of many of the brain projects is to better understand neural circuitry in the diseased and non-diseased human brain, with goals that include predicting, restoring, connecting, or enhancing brain function (Huang and Luo, 2015; Martin and Chun, 2016). Much neuroscientific research is focused on investigating what might be considered adverse or abnormal phenomena related to the brain, but notions of what is normal and abnormal, what is common or uncommon, and what is acceptable or unacceptable reflect social or cultural biases that are not universal and may require further justification. (Abi-Rached, 2008; Bird, 2012; Goering, 2018; Roy, 2012). For example, is the reductionism inherent (and often scientifically necessary) to the connectome and brain atlasing projects compatible with the variations found in lived human behavior and experience? Scientists can start these explorations at the very inception of their experimental design and note how assumptions might bias hypotheses. For example, some members of the neurodiversity movement (Jaarsma and Welin, 2012)—an advocacy position promoting autism as a natural variant of human neurological development—would consider research to cure autism a road to promoting eugenics. It is important to consider how socially constructed identities shape the experiments and questions chosen and the ways the data are interpreted. In that spirit, care must be taken to avoid studies that may reflect or replicate biases in society including negative biases toward race, ethnicity, gender, and disability. Because the findings of neuroscience are often interpreted as unique underpinnings of “human-ness,” the stakes of misinterpreting the implications of neuroscience research are high. This is not to say that research...
must be perspective-free or value-neutral. The act of addressing bias is one of addressing unacknowledged assumptions, implicit cultural norms, and underrepresented values in the research. When researchers reflexively reflect on their own particular views and include the voices of those with different perspectives, they work to achieve “strong objectivity”—objectivity that is achieved through a diverse range of perspectives (Harding, 2005). Neuroscience research can benefit from incorporating the input of a variety of stakeholders throughout the research process, particularly that of the potential consumers of new neurotechnologies. It is important to anticipate how findings could impact societal evaluations of diversity and inclusivity, and how scientific research has tried to account for biases, assumptions, and valuations in constructing the “normal” or “natural” brain since these qualities are frequently culturally determined. Taking into consideration existing social and cultural perspectives and differences concerning the continuum of wellness to illness can ensure sensitivity to diverse stakeholder public perspectives and that any resulting treatments are relevant and acceptable. For example, while memory decline may be considered to be a typical part of aging (Fjell et al., 2014), developments of technologies to improve memory in the diseased brain may lead to a market of interventions for enhancing what was once considered “normal” aging. The societal implications of pathologizing aging would be significant, considering that aging is universally part of the human experience.

Q2. What are the ethical standards of biological material and data collection; how do local standards compare to those of global collaborators?

In order to advance science and technology, a stated aim of most of the national-level brain initiatives is the creation of large data platforms to share knowledge and further collaborate (Devor et al., 2013). Such platforms require the collection and curation of large-scale data from both human and nonhuman sources on multiple levels. Indicative of this push is the proposal to create a massive data-sharing platform called the International Brain Station (http://www.kavlifoundation.org/kavli-news/kavli-foundation-commends-establishment-international-brain-initiative#.WpcHOJG1Bw). The commitment of the national-level brain projects to the collaborative effort in the formation of the International Brain Initiative (IBI) has buoyed support for a project like the International Brain Station.

Data sharing raises a number of ethical issues. Some of these issues have already been addressed and continue to be explored in other contexts (e.g., biobanking) and legislation on data protection and privacy exists in many countries and regions (e.g., General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 EU). However, brain research and data sharing may raise issues not yet identified, and not covered by existing regulations. Some brain projects have begun to recommend protections and protocols given the sensitive nature of brain data. For example, the HBP has begun to address issues specific to data sharing within big science projects and has a number of resources on their site (https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/social-ethical-reflective/ethics-support/data-protection/). In the Data Protection and Privacy ethics in the HBP, in reference to the UNESCO report on respect for human vulnerability and integrity, they state that “respect for persons requires acknowledging people’s autonomy, i.e., their capacity to make decisions and act on the basis of those decisions, and their integrity, i.e., the inviolability of their bodily and psychological self” (Rose et al., 2016, p. 7). Privacy and protections for biological material and data collection are consistently valued as a means to achieving autonomy or even as essential to human dignity. However, cultural perceptions of terms like autonomy and individual integrity, and the overall well-being of a society (Nissenaunbaum, 2009), can impact scientific practice and policies.

2a. How can human brain data (e.g., images, neural recordings, etc.), and the privacy of participants from whom data is acquired, be protected in case of immediate or legacy use beyond the experiment?

fMRI studies have demonstrated that it is possible to crudely reconstruct a set of images on which a participant has been trained (Nishimoto et al., 2011). More recently, a proof-of-principle study indicated the feasibility of conducting an Internet image search using a process of mentalizing the image (Nasellari et al., 2015). Researchers have also established methods to predict concepts and categories of words, and the word/number participants are imagining (Bauer and Just, 2017) with machine learning algorithms and fMRI. More recently, this same group has used this technique to identify suicidal ideation in youths (Just et al., 2017).

While there is general appreciation that participants and studies (and the public at large) have “privacy interests” that must be respected, the first ethical issue to address is how to conceptualize privacy with regard to brain-based data. Is the information acquired from the brain revealing or stigmatizing in ways that are unique compared to other bodily tissues or to psychological research? What are the principles underlying the obligation to respect privacy? These are questions that are motivated by the science and require engagement by scientists, and these questions can be investigated with an ethicist or scholar with appropriate interdisciplinary expertise to achieve some resolutions (Rose et al., 2016).

Further, whose privacy interest is at stake in the case of data sharing? Will sharing human brain data entail unjustifiably compromising the privacy interests of data donors? How can human brain data be shared without impacting such privacy interests? Like genetic data, some brain data, even when de-identified, holds the potential for identification of the study participant. Were this to happen, has a re-identified person’s privacy been violated?

The public has expressed some privacy concerns around neurotechnology (Jebari and Hansson, 2013) and the acquisition of private information from neurotechnologies (Higashijima et al., 2011). In brain computer interface (BCI) research, privacy concerns have been discussed in the context of how to offer appropriate informed consent (Klein and Ojemann, 2016). In the case of increasingly large “big data” set analysis in neuroscience, it may be the case that maintaining de-identification (i.e., stripping information that will link data back to the individual) is no longer possible (Choudhury et al., 2014). The more likely possibility with large datasets or small numbers of initial participants is re-identification. In such cases, consent for participation in studies may need to acknowledge these realities. Further, as data are being shared into large-scale databases, and as we move toward
broad consent for data re-use, it is likely that data will be subject to additional uses beyond the initial study in which it was collected. In those cases, what are the moral considerations underlying the obligation to seek consent? Importantly, legacy use may impact not only the individual who provided the brain data, but also family members.

Even in the early stages of research, scientists can collaboratively ask—by engaging would-be consumers and neuroethicists—what and how sharing human brain data can harm groups of people even if the privacy interests of data donors are not directly compromised. With regard to informed consent, is consent as traditionally conceived in bioethics (consent from the individual) applicable in this context? If not, how can one improve on the notion of consent so that it is useful? On the other hand, even when the risks to privacy violations may be high, one must also weigh those harms against what harm may come from withholding data; what harm may come from anonymizing or de-identifying data? Of course, often neuroscience researchers do not make decisions about privacy and risk in a vacuum. Human neuroscience studies funded by the BRAIN Initiative exist within a framework of federal oversight that includes robust human subject protections bound both by regulation and policy. However, these oversight frameworks do not divest researchers of the responsibility for considering these issues on their own. Insights and experience of researchers are critical to identifying hurdles in maintaining privacy or in determining what realistically can be kept de-identified in the near and long-term.

Exploring these issues can be particularly complex when navigating a variety of cultural and historical contexts because of the plurality of ways in which privacy may be defined, operationalized, and enforced (Miyashita, 2016; National Research Council, 2007). Variation in privacy policies not only reflects legal infrastructures, but also reinforces notions of self, trust, and liberty. As we consider notions of privacy and how they relate to data governance and reconciling differing governance and regulatory frameworks, it would be valuable to consider why such protections, if any, are in place, what are mechanisms of enforcement, and what precisely is meant by privacy rights. For example, in the EU we see more significant privacy considerations in law, but concerns for privacy revolved around preserving dignity of individuals (Whitman, 2004). In the US, both federal law (the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, or HIPAA) and the 4th, 5th, and 14th Amendments to the Constitution guarantee and protect individual privacy in health-related contexts. Researchers collecting and using data must comply with HIPAA. However, many communities have a history of valuing public interests over individual ones. In Japan, privacy was historically viewed as selfish and to have privacy was to sacrifice community values; this is changing with a relatively recent shift in the 1960s to more focus on individual freedoms (Miyashita, 2011). As of 2002, a declaration of a “right to privacy” was introduced to Chinese Civil Code; however, the challenge in its implementation is that in the Chinese written language privacy (隱私) was historically translated as “shameful secrets” (Farrall, 2008). Such historical community values around notions of privacy and conceptualization of the role of the brain in personhood can illuminate the type and ways data are collected and stored, and how to begin conversations in navigating these shared and varied perspectives on permissibility of data collection and use.

2b. Should special regard be given to the brain tissue and its donors due to the origin of the tissue and its past?

Many of the national brain projects involve innovative ways of exploring the brain that will necessitate donations of human brains, brain tissue, brain data, or nonhuman animal brains. The creation of, acquisition of, and experimentation with these materials will bring the research community to new frontiers of permissibility and will likely present neuroscientists with the need to defend the appropriateness of the research being conducted.

The brain is a critical component in the development of human memory and experience, and thereby can be considered to carry the imprints of individual histories. It is unclear, however, whether, brain tissue (parts or the whole organ including organoids and brain material subject to radical tissue preservation procedures) should be viewed through the same moral lens as tissues collected from other organs. The greater the insights gained about the circuits and functioning systems of the brain, the more may be gleaned about the donors and their pasts. Even hippocampal preparations used to study memory formation may warrant special regard given that the electrical activity, the very contents (such as memories) in the tissue itself, might be considered by some to be intimately tied to the donor.

Many of the brain projects aspire to create and expand human brain banks and brain donation. While no brain bank in the world would likely consider itself to be in surplus, brain banks in many countries in East Asia are particularly sparse. Human brain tissue is seen by many scientists to be critical to better understanding the unique intricacies of the brain. To this end, brain banks provide a valued service to the neuroscience community. Donated human brains are a precious resource given both their scarcity and the logistical challenges for acquiring and preserving the tissue. Because of these scientific challenges, brains ideally would be collected locally (Graebner, 2006). Local collections highlight the need to address the cultural and religious values of the public who support this research, in order to negotiate and evaluate the growth and sustainability of brain banks, and perhaps whether brain banks might even be ethical (Yan et al., 2015). It is not an uncommon belief that the brain is in some manner connected to an individual’s consciousness or even the self. In some cultures with a legacy of Buddhist traditions, there can be concern that removing a decedent’s brain from the body could interfere with a peaceful transition after death (Yan et al., 2015). Furthermore, in societies with significant Confucian traditions it may be difficult to acquire any tissues from donors because of beliefs that a person’s body does not ultimately belong to them, but rather to their parents. In this cultural orientation the potential organ donor has an obligation to their parents to maintain and preserve their bodily integrity (Fan, 1999). Collection and preparation of brain systems, either studies in whole brains or in proxies of parts and whole living brains, require ongoing bi-directional discussion with would-be donors, their families, ethicists, and scientists so that there can be shared awareness of prevailing values and beliefs around tissue donations as well as the realistic and evolving ethical uses of using these tissues experimentally.
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Q3. What is the moral significance of neural systems that are under development in neuroscience research laboratories?

Several of the brain projects emphasize development of neurotechnologies that serve as proxies of human brain circuits, such as human cerebral organoids, human/nonhuman chimeras, and BCIs. This could also be extended to nonhuman models such as purely computational models of the brain or nonhuman animal brains genetically engineered to be more “human-like.” The human/nonhuman distinction becomes continually complicated with ongoing ethical and legal arguments pushing for rights of “personhood” (Andrews et al., 2018; Greene et al., 2005; Lavazza and Massimini, 2018) in nonhumans. As engineered neural circuits and systems become more complex, they may outstrip the ability of the research community to fully understand their new intrinsic abilities, leading perhaps to considerations of their moral status. What properties or functions would need to be present in order to prompt consideration about moral significance? There is a need to continually revisit whether and how new technologies enable the research community to assess these properties, i.e., unknown unknowns.

3a. What are the requisite or even minimum features of engineered neural circuitry required to generate a concern about moral significance?

Scientists may more deeply engage this question by considering how the tissue was acquired and how new models could and should be created. Given the critical role of the brain in human experience, should brain tissue (parts or the whole organ, and preparation of models such as induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cerebral organoids) be viewed as morally different from other organs? One simple exercise is for neuroscientists to ask themselves what the public response to the research may be. There is also a need to recognize that the socially accepted bounds today may change, or need to be revisited, as the science develops. Further, when considering engineered entities (e.g., manipulations to non-human animals, or even in some instances AI), what are the requisite or even minimum features that might trouble notions of personhood (Aach et al., 2017)?

The utility of using AI to interface with medical tools and devices is being increasingly demonstrated (Hainc et al., 2017); AI has been used with closed-loop BCIs to enhance memory (Ezzyat et al., 2018), and to facilitate movement (Orsborn et al., 2014), with the aims of making BCIs more accurate, adaptable, and convenient. One can anticipate a growing set of ethical issues as research on intelligent and socially assistive robots continues to advance, especially since these are a targets of several of the brain projects based in East Asia (Jeong et al., 2016; Okano et al., 2016; Poo et al., 2016). These robots have developed in divergent ways that reflect the values and concerns of their engineers, illustrating a divide in the field. There is a community of scientists who argue that robots must not look human-like until their intelligence can match that of humans (Darling, 2017). In parallel, leading researchers in Korea and Japan have created some of the most human-like socially interactive robots to date. Reports have suggested cultural differences: some Japanese publics have a stronger desire for humanoid robots over other forms of AI than some US publics (Sugiyama et al., 2017); Japan even houses the first all-robot run hotel (Henn-na Hotel, roughly translated as “weird” hotel) run by humanoid to dinosaur-form robots (Osawa et al., 2017). The global market for socially assistive robots for a world-wide growing aging population will bring further urgency to addressing these engineering and ethical divides over what we can create and how we should interact with these new technologies.

3b. Are the ethical standards for research conduct adequate and appropriate for the evolving methodologies and brain models?

There is value and there are translational limits when applying nonhuman animal research to humans (Hyman, 2012; Pankevich et al., 2014). Still, the (living/in vivo) brains of NHPs often represent the closest approximation of human brains (and behavior) available today. The advent of the genetically modified monkey model of autism and “autism-like behaviors” foregrounds the ethical question of whether the potential benefits justify creating human brain diseases and neurobehavioral states in nonhuman animal models (Liu et al., 2016; Neuhaus, 2018). If the nonhuman animal is “human enough” to model traits that seem so uniquely human, do they deserve the rights and protections afforded to humans in research? If the grounds for experimenting on these animals derive from the fact that they have a brain similar to ours, and the brain is the organ often considered to distinguish humans from other animals imbuing humans with their dignity, then to what degree ought we set limits on experimentation in these animals? Perhaps a greater concern is the possibility that researchers may be able to introduce capacities such as cognitive or emotional abilities that would further blur the line between the human and the nonhuman (Greely, 2011). A discussion of the blurring boundaries of personhood, especially with insights from engineering neural circuits, raises questions as to how new discoveries in neuroscience might alter our perceptions of the nonhumans that we use in research. To be clear, in general, the use of animals and data derived from nonhuman animal studies receives regulatory attention and there are already numerous mechanisms in place for oversight of nonhuman animal research. However, with brain research, engineering, and modification, there may be a need to take into account special ethical considerations as new considerations for animal welfare may arise. Might we need a separate category of regulation for nonhuman animals engineered to have more human-like characteristics? Do we need to rethink the human/nonhuman distinction in research ethics as neuroscience methodologies evolve?

Given the explicit interest among these national brain projects for data sharing, how can researchers reconcile the differences in regulatory and welfare standards and perspectives about what traits might afford changes in “moral status” in the organism of study among a plurality of national values and standards? As stated above, NHP research is now a focus of some projects in East Asia (Okano et al., 2016; Poo et al., 2016) while this research is increasingly controversial among US (Funk and Rainie, 2015) and European (European Commission, 2010) publics. The sharing of brain data between countries that hold different ethical stances on what is considered appropriate animal experimentation raises additional questions. Should a country accept or use data collected elsewhere in a fashion that is not considered locally ethical? How would this be operationalized in
large global brain initiatives such as the HBP or other large data-sharing platforms for neuroscience?

Regulation often reflects the complexity of religious, social, and political realities. In the proceedings of an international meeting held by the National Research Council about animal research in a global environment, one of the Chinese speakers advocated for a personal connection (for non-Chinese collaborators) to understand the people behind the research: “I would like to offer a few additional suggestions for those planning to work with Chinese entities. The first is that it is important to spend more time going to China, and not just for site visits. It is important to spend time with the people who work there” (ILAR, 2008).

Even when researchers have the training, expertise, resources, and desire to accommodate foreign standards for nonhuman animal research, their research is conducted within a complicated political backdrop of competing public values (ILAR, 2008) that intersect with broader questions about equity and resource allocation. Quoting from a Cell commentary, “There are 135 million Chinese living on less than $1 a day, which the World Bank defines as abject poverty. In comparison, ‘monkeys listen to music, have toys to play with and drink purified water’” (Hao, 2007, p. 1035). This is not to suggest that the standards of NHP work are inappropriate, but to state that broader issues about equity and resource allocation can also impact local public support of science. Deeper exploration of the values underlying the regulations and discussions about overarching issues of equity and resource allocation can lead to more fruitful dialogues on shared views, goals, and best practices for scientific collaborations.

Q4. How could brain interventions impact or reduce autonomy?

Many of the national brain projects aim to better understand and intervene on brain function. This section is concerned with the use of neural interventions that have the capacity to modify a participant’s personality, affective states, cognition, behavior, autonomy, agency, and other significant effects (Ineichen and Christen, 2015). Some interventions are explicitly designed to change affective states such as deep brain stimulation for depression. How and to what extent the brain is considered related to or responsible for these features of human experience is an important cross-cultural consideration.

4a. What measures can be in place to ensure optimal autonomy and agency for participants/users?

The answer requires conceptually unpacking the notions of “agency” and “autonomy.” What comprises an “agent” who is able to freely, of their own volition, choose to act in this world? A large body of neuroscience research has focused on mechanisms of volition (Montague, 2007), decision-making, and study of how conscious intention and will, or lack thereof, can translate into action (Lavazza, 2016). As new devices and brain interventions are engineered, how can they empower users particularly given that some of these devices might be able to bypass conscious participation such as with an implanted brain stimulation device? A precedent for greater user control can be found with deep brain stimulation, which allows users to turn stimulation off during sleep in order to preserve battery life. On the other hand, some have argued that giving users control of their devices could potentially lead to harm to themselves and others should the device malfunction (Brown et al., 2016). Data collected from public participants as well as individuals who have brain computer interfaces reveal complicated interpretations of how the brain might be involved with their free will in degree and kind (Nahmias et al., 2014), and how brain devices might interfere with their sense of being the authors of their own actions (Klein et al., 2018). How to conceive agency, autonomy, self, and even responsibility as they relate to the brain is far from universally agreed upon within and across the communities in which these brain research projects are occurring (Descartes, 1985; Gillihan and Farah, 2005; Kitayama and Park, 2010; Nisbett and Miyamoto, 2005; Sakura, 2012; Vidal, 2009; Yang and Miller, 2015; Yu, 2009). In some cultures, autonomy may be considered a collective, rather than an individual capacity. Examples of collective autonomy in healthcare decision-making are evident in the common practice in some cultures of delivering diagnoses of terminal diseases to the head of the family rather than the patient, wherein the family—rather than the patient—will make decisions about interventions for the patient (Tai and Lin, 2001).

Designing these interventions will require careful consideration of the most appropriate balance of user control, involving discussion as a team of scientists, ethicists, patients, and families. How can the user be empowered while keeping them physically and psychologically safe? This evaluation will also necessarily involve conceptual views of weighing the role of the brain in free will, personhood, and responsibility (see discussion in Culturally Informed and Aware Neuroethics: An Integrated Approach?).

4b. Who will have responsibility for effects (where responsibility has broad meaning encompassing legal, economic, and social contexts) of brain interventions?

To a large extent, legal responsibility depends on local legal, regulatory, and policy frameworks. However, laws and regulation are meant to reflect public values and, over time, can cease to keep pace with evolving public perspectives and moral beliefs. As such, moral responsibility is much more complex and involves cultural and societal notions about appropriate action, intentions, and character. Underlying all views of responsibility is the assumption that those responsible have some sense and ability to exert control, which, as indicated above, neural devices potentially undermine. An added complexity is how one might experience the integration of one’s self with a neural device when one’s decision making and actions involve a neural device, and the boundaries of where the device and person begin and end are blurry. Further, in some cultures, ascribing responsibility to the participant as an individual may be less important than identifying the relational, environmental, and social conditions that led to an inappropriate behavior.

Mention of neuroscience in US courts has doubled from 2005 to 2012 (Farahany, 2016), reflecting public perceptions of the utility of using the brain as a way to assess agency, autonomy, and ultimate responsibility. By contrast, in a preliminary study of a 1,000-person sample of the Taiwanese public, Wu found that knowledge of a brain disease or abnormality would not change the responsibility attribution for criminal acts, particularly for those individuals who confessed Confucian beliefs (Wu, 2015). It remains to be seen how brain interventions might or might not shift the public’s view of responsibility.
Q5. In which contexts might a neuroscientific technology/innovation be used or deployed?

As is often the case with new technologies, many of those under the auspices of these national brain initiatives will have applications beyond the research agenda that was initially pursued. In neuroscience, technologies developed for medical use have potential uses in national defense, and the transfer of medical technologies to the commercial or legal domains are realities to be expected. While some of the brain projects, like the US BRAIN Initiative, have partners with entities dedicated to national security, such collaboration is prima facie avoided by the HBP. The European Commission classifies dual-use goods, products, and technologies as those “normally used for civilian purposes, but which may have military applications” (European Commission, 2010), and the rules for the EU’s Horizon 2020 (under which the HBP is sponsored) state that research must have solely civilian applications (http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/guide_research-civil-apps_en.pdf). However, this in itself does not rule out collaboration with defense-related organizations insofar as the goal is to focus on civilian applications. In addition, the open data policy of the HBP, and its commitment to creating large integrated platforms of information for broader use, in practical terms may limit a project’s ability to prevent undesirable uses of its research. Thus, the Ethics and Society subproject undertook research to analyze not only the ethical and philosophical implications of the relevant research, but also the strengths, weaknesses, and ambiguities of existing definitions of dual use to produce a forthcoming recommendation to the HBP.

Driven by both private industry and the do-it-yourself community, there has also been a proliferation of wellness and enhancement applications (Fitz and Reiner, 2015) of tools that originated in the neuroscience research and medical space. There are genuine strengths in public-private partnerships given the financial resources and speed at which research and translation can occur. The complicated reality is that neuroscience innovations will not be used solely for clinical purposes, which makes the risk-to-benefit calculation less obvious. The sale and promotion of neurotechnological devices to enhance cognition and behavior often fall between the cracks of many existing medical regulatory systems, as the devices are not claimed to treat a medical condition. The requirement to demonstrate the effectiveness of commercial devices is largely absent in most regulatory frameworks (Riggall et al., 2015; Wexler, 2015). With the global brain projects alone, the scientific research community spans four continents; therefore, it is necessary to ask how both our local and broader communities respond to these potential multiple uses of these technologies. Scientists, as stewards of their work, should therefore consider and anticipate the potential impact of using technologies in non-clinical contexts, and engage with the public on these issues. This, of course, is an exercise that can and should involve partnership with an interdisciplinary team including sociologists and ethicists.

5a. Which applications might be considered misuse or best uses beyond the laboratory?

Part of scientific stewardship should include maintaining vigilance about the applications on the horizon and scientists are often best positioned to anticipate applications of their work. This mandate is not meant to forestall innovation or constrain academic freedom for scientists, but rather a call to be mindful of the shifting landscape of the scientific enterprise insofar as it is shaped by human and social values. One initial way to approach this task is for scientists to ask themselves why the public might consider them responsible for potential misuses of these technologies. What potential uses of the technology could raise societal concerns and why? Could the research enable technology that could be deployed in a problematic way? In particular, in a competitive funding environment it is important to give careful thought to the funder’s role in determining intentional or unexpected misuse from the beginning. Consider calls for research exploring memory or cognitive enhancement.

Memory enhancement in a military setting might be desirable for minimizing injuries in war. However, memory enhancement technologies in a commercial setting might create undue implicit coercion of individuals in the civilian environment to aspire to a “new normal” of enhanced ability (Hyman, 2011). While “academic enhancement” is the goal of many interventions, such as private schooling and academic coaching that give individuals with the necessary resources an advantage, the question is whether direct neural interventions are unique or exceptional in their ability to enhance cognition or performance, and in their risks to users. There is a dearth of information on the long-term effects of non-medical use of these brain interventions.

The locations and sites for development of technologies will be influenced by the local values of the people and publics supporting that work. For instance, some stated reservations about enhancement often revolve around maintaining authenticity, i.e., reflecting a priority to preserve one’s individual identity (Schelle et al., 2014). Preliminary studies in China, however, suggest that student’s top concerns regarding cognitive enhancement tend to revolve around fairness with the lowest ranking concern being around preserving identity or violations of autonomy (Lan, 2015). These studies reflect what concerns are weighed in the risk-benefit analysis of such technologies and how they may vary across cultures. There is also a repeated trend in European regulations in health and science of adopting a precautionary, better safe than sorry approach (European Commission, 2017). Conventional belief in some regulatory circles is that the EU can be characterized as taking a more precautionary approach whereas the US takes a more proactive approach (i.e., innovate in the absence of provable harm) with regard to risk evaluation (Wiener and Roger, 2002). Nonetheless, once the research is completed and published, it may matter less where the science originally was conducted as the data and their attendant products could be used by anyone who has access to the publications. As such, an anticipatory approach, including ongoing dialog between multiple stakeholders, is needed as part and parcel of neuroscience innovation.

5b. Does this research raise different and unique equity concerns and, if so, have equitable access and benefit of stakeholders been considered?

Under this question, scientists can start by asking whether their work, compared to other kinds of biomedical science, is able to modify foundational human capacities, and therefore raises unique ethical concerns. We have already seen a proliferation of “neuro-enhancement” technologies originally designed and
researched for therapeutic reasons that have been adopted by consumer industries such as tDCS (Wexler, 2015) and off-label use of “smart drugs” by students, academics, and others (Farah et al., 2004). Concerns about the use of cognitive enhancement circle around medical safety, coercion, and fairness (Schelle et al., 2014). Studies exploring public opinions on the use, applications, and ethical stances on the use of brain interventions have largely been limited to Western cultures while there is a notable paucity of studies representing East Asian populations. This lack of research may in part be due to lower popularity and knowledge of cognitive enhancement in East Asia compared to Europe and the US. That said, the South Korean Ministry of Food and Drug safety issued a warning in fall 2017 about the misuse of ADHD-related drugs for the purposes of cognitive enhancement, and one study demonstrated a seasonal trend in South Korea in prescribing ADHD medications that may occur during exam periods (Song and Shin, 2016).

Generally in studies of cognitive enhancement practices, physical safety and harm are leading concerns; further concerns include how coercion could impact the freedom to decide about one’s life (Schelle et al., 2014). A preliminary study of a Taiwanese public population exploring the impact of Confucian belief systems on opinions about enhancement indicates that the gravest ethical concerns revolve around notions of violation of nature and disrespecting the gifts passed down through ancestors at birth (Wu, 2016). These data point to how ethical acceptability and attendant concerns of enhancement technologies could impact their development and ultimate clinical and consumer bases. Engaging the public will be critical in deliberating on what constitutes public benefit and public harm as neuroscience innovation leaves the walls of the laboratory and the clinic. Part of this work can be carried out with formal empirical research, and part of this work can be achieved through outreach and public forums. Stakeholder engagement can occur alongside technology development as has been demonstrated with the HBP through their collaborations with the Danish Board of Technology (http://hbp.tekno.dk/). Public understanding of and engagement with science, as has been substantively shown, vary enormously across and within countries, and are strongly influenced by access to resources and education (Bauer et al., 2012).

Conclusion and A Way Forward
The five central issues and related questions we identified with the presented NeQNs suggest that developing a more global and culturally aware neuroethics framework will need to include three aspects.

Greater Inclusivity
The goal of the Global Neuroethics Summit (GNS) is to begin an inclusive conversation regarding cultures and stakeholders in neuroethics. Initial GNS conversations are focused on the existing or in-development large-scale neuroscience research projects. As we move forward we expect that a more directed effort within the national brain projects will make the task of resourcing and implementing initially more manageable and help establish a stronger foundation for cross-cultural neuroethics. Long-term goals include a conversation beyond the scope of the brain projects, and in so doing, greater representation of a more diverse range of perspectives and stakeholders. To that end, we anticipate future meetings that include representatives from developing countries where some of this research is or could be conducted, as well as engaging partners beyond the government sector. These conversations will necessarily involve cultural scholars who can communicate unique and shared cultural perspectives on brain health, the brain, and its relationship to constructions of mind in particular. Engaging broader issues of equity, resource allocation, and distributive justice will be critical to future conversations as well.

Education
Neuroethics is a rapidly growing new field, just over a decade old, and there are still few formal neuroethics teaching resources. While both students and faculty engaged in neuroscience research have reported a desire for neuroethics training (Kehagia et al., 2012; Lombera et al., 2010; Sahakian and Mor-ein-Zamir, 2009), US federal mandates for Responsible Conduct of Research ethics training for scientists and engineers, for example, are still relatively new and emphasize research ethics, rather than neuroethics (HHS, 1999; National Science Foundation, 2009). Many current faculty members have received little to no formalized training in ethics, much less training in neuroethics. The Australia Brain Alliance, the EU’s Human Brain Project, and the US BRAIN Initiative have established neuroethics components that work to raise awareness and advance research of neuroethical issues with the researchers funded by their respective governments. The Korea Brain Initiative plans to formally integrate neuroethics education into neuroscientist training. Future work within the national brain projects will determine what formal neuroethics training resources will need to be developed. Importantly, neuroethics education should include raising awareness of shared and differing values across cultures and allow for critical engagement. Engagement with diverse stakeholders, particularly with representatives from developing countries, will be critical to achieving this goal.

Policy and Public Communication
Building a culturally aware neuroethics and neuroscience community will need to include engagement with understanding cultural and moral values and how to manage the tensions that will arise across transnational regulatory networks, especially when competing values and commitments are present. In one ideal form, policy reflects the will of the people, but not all nations share this ideal or implement it to the same degree. Moreover, even in countries that are governed by a system that prioritizes democratic ideals, the will and preference of the public will be determined in part by what they understand about science. That said, the public is not an empty vessel, nor are they entirely uninformed about science, and such a “deficit model” of communication has been recognized as unfruitful when engaging the public (Brown, 2009). Instead, a commitment to designing robust dialog and exchange between scientists and the publics they engage is needed. It is important to recognize that communication of science is an enormous challenge and its own rich area of research (Berg and Lidskog, 2018; Dietz, 2013; Illes et al., 2010). We aim to deepen these ongoing discussions and merge these efforts with scholarly and empirical studies to assess stakeholder views with a cultural analysis of existing guidelines.

As the horizon of what is known about the human brain and behavior expands, so grows the worldwide impact of
neuroscience findings on health and healthcare, legal systems, national security, and consumer domains. Neuroethical concerns are fundamentally concerns about how neuroscience is designed and conducted and how neuroscience findings can be interpreted and translated into the lives of individuals acting in societies. Neuroethics is not only a reaction to rapidly evolving discoveries; it is also a driver of ethical innovation interwoven throughout neuroscience research and its translations. As such, neuroethics can be an essential tool for responsible research and enhancing neuroscience by serving in a horizon-scanning function, anticipating and addressing the ethical roadblocks ahead and facilitating discussions about ethical goals for neuroscience. Ultimately, this can help advance and accelerate an ethically tenable globalized neuroscience.

Our group is now working collaboratively with and supporting the development of the International Brain Initiative (Kavli Foundation, 2017). Building a culturally aware neuroethics community that prioritizes equitable representation of national interests and perspectives can have immediate real-world impact on neuroscience research and policy at the global level. Implementation of these questions within the individual brain projects will be the subject of our next Global Neuroethics Summit in fall 2018.
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### Supplemental Table 1: Question Development Process

**GNS 2017**

**DEVELOPMENT OF NEUROETHICS QUESTIONS**

| **STEP 1** | a. Organizing committee summarized the aims and results of conferences and reports that have provided currently existing neurotechnology guidelines, from 2006-present.  
b. Recommendations from five sources were also analyzed such as those from the European Citizens’ Assessment Report (Meeting of Minds, 2006) and Gray Matters (US Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, 2014-15), for areas of commonality and differences  
c. GNS participants were provided these summaries and analysis before convening in Daegu for review. |
| **STEP 2** | a. Session 1: Participants discussed existing global brain projects and inherent ethical questions of the Australian Brain Initiative, China Brain Project, EU Human Brain Project, Japan Brain/MINDS, Korea Brain Initiative, US BRAIN Initiative.  
b. Session 2: Participants discussed existing guidelines, principles, and efforts on ethics of neurotechnologies. Presentations from representatives from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Agency for Medical Research and Development (AMED) Japan, NIH BRAIN Neuroethics Working Group, and KBRI were given.  
c. Session 3: The key questions from these discussions were determined as a group. |
| **STEP 3** | a. Participants discussed themes and missing question from existing guidelines and principles. Each group provided a short (<2 min) presentation report of their discussions. |
| **STEP 4** | a. Case Studies: Six hypothetical case studies of technologies/research projects pertinent to existing global brain projects were presented by representatives of each project. These cases were modeled after the 2016 Our brain, Ourselves, Our World (O3brain.org) meeting format. Each case presentation was followed up by a respondent who provided alternative perspectives on ethical evaluation of these cases.  
b. Participants were invited to respond with more discussion points after the respondents for each case study. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP 5</th>
<th>Mind Map Exercise—aim: finalize key questions as a result of GNS Day 1 discussions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Participants were asked to consider 2-3 questions and one key word/category that represents their questions of interest (e.g. identity, privacy, government/law, enhancement, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Categories collapsed based on degree of overlap (i.e. identity with participant) and lines drawn to signify categories of similar points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Final categories of neuroethics questions with subcategory details determined for GNS Day 2 breakout group discussion aimed to condense and finalize main questions for GNS universal list of neuroethics questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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